STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Join us in developing standards, contributing to discussions and developing solutions.

The Premier Radiology Nursing Organization
BECOME A PARTNER

Engage our members who practice in diagnostic, interventional, neuro/cardiovascular, magnetic resonance imaging, ultrasonography, computerized tomography, nuclear medicine, and radiation oncology.

ARIN is offering Strategic Partnership Opportunities at various levels to meet the different needs and budgets of our partners in the profession. Our goal is to have partners join us in developing standards, contributing to discussions and developing solutions.

This new partnership is not a meeting sponsorship but a new and exciting year-round engagement with our members. You will receive the same benefits our members do PLUS much more. This is a 12 month partnership and is subject to renewal on anniversary.

ARIN Mission
To provide Radiology Nurses with the knowledge and resources to deliver safe quality patient care in the imaging environment.

ARIN Vision
To be the World’s Premier Source for Imaging Nurses
Connecting Imaging Nurses across the globe. You are not alone.
Promoting the face of Imaging Nursing across all disciplines.
Advancing Radiologic and Imaging Nursing by sharing best practices, robust process improvement, and publications around the world.

ARIN Members
ARIN has nearly 2,100 members worldwide that are involved in multiple aspects of patient care. Our membership includes nurse managers, staff nurses, advanced practice nurses, and educators who believe in the ultimate goal to investigate, educate, advocate, communicate, and collaborate in providing exceptional care to patients, their families, and colleagues. Many radiologic and imaging nurses are in administrative roles which include product decisions and order placement. Nurses are at the table for Value Analysis teams and provide vital information to all parties involved. Advanced Practice Nurses perform procedures such as vascular access, thoracentesis and paracentesis. Our nurses are involved in all aspects of the interventional suite, from conducting patient assessments, providing hands on patient care, educating patients and staff, to choosing quality products. Our relationship with American Nurses Association (ANA) as an Organizational Affiliate (OA) enhances our ability to deal with the challenges we face. Through our association with ANA, we have the opportunity to remain abreast of federal legislative and regulatory issues, which allows us to be engaged in political and patient safety issues. The Annual Convention offers numerous sessions to discuss and update radiologic nurses on new procedures and the preparation and education of patients and families. Presentations are provided by Interventional Radiologists, Nurses, and Industry Leaders. Webinars and other educational offerings keep members on the cutting edge. The ARIN“Members Only” Forum provides a wealth of information and knowledge, and is a place where our peers understand our situation and questions. We are confident that you will see the benefit of being part of the ARIN organization and contributing toward crafting the future of Radiologic and Imaging nursing together.

Sincerely,
The ARIN Board of Directors
**BENEFACTOR PARTNER**

**Year Round Acknowledgment**
- Two Subscriptions to the Journal of Radiology Nursing (JRN), Published quarterly
- Access to the ARIN “Members Only” Forum for two representatives
- Recognition on ARIN’s website “Strategic Partner” webpage with your logo and link to your website
- Color Ad in “Vision” Newsletter, four editions
- Sponsorship of ARIN year-long APP and push notifications
- 2 email blasts to all ARIN members
- 2 webinars

**Annual Convention Acknowledgment**
- Opportunity to display at the ARIN annual convention as well as at the ARIN Fall Symposium
- 4 registrations to the annual convention with 2 registrations to the Fall Symposium
- Acknowledgment on convention signage with large logo
- Acknowledgment during annual business meeting with logo slide

**PATRON PARTNER**

**Year Round Acknowledgment**
- Two Subscriptions to the Journal of Radiology Nursing (JRN), Published quarterly
- Access to the ARIN “Members Only” Forum for two representatives
- Recognition on ARIN’s website “Strategic Partner” webpage with your logo and link to your website
- Color Ad in “Vision” Newsletter, four editions
- Banner ad on the ARIN Annual APP and push notifications
- 2 email blasts to all ARIN members
- 2 webinars

**Annual Convention Acknowledgment**
- Opportunity to display at the ARIN annual conference as well as at the ARIN Fall Symposium
- 3 registrations to the annual convention with 2 registrations to the Fall Symposium
- Acknowledgment on convention signage with medium logo
- Acknowledgment during annual business meeting with logo slide

**CONTRIBUTING PARTNER**

**Year Round Acknowledgment**
- Two Subscriptions to the Journal of Radiology Nursing (JRN), Published quarterly
- Access to the ARIN “Members Only” Forum for two representatives
- Recognition on ARIN’s website “Strategic Partner” webpage with your logo and link to your website
- Color Ad in “Vision” Newsletter, three editions
- Push notification on the ARIN Annual APP
- 2 email blasts to all ARIN members
- 1 webinar

**Annual Convention Acknowledgment**
- Opportunity to display at the ARIN annual convention as well as at the ARIN Fall Symposium
- 2 registrations to the annual convention with 2 registrations to the Fall Symposium
- Acknowledgment on convention signage with medium logo
- Acknowledgment during annual business meeting with logo slide

**SUPPORTING PARTNER**

**Year Round Acknowledgment**
- One Subscription to the Journal of Radiology Nursing (JRN), Published quarterly
- Access to the ARIN “Members Only” Forum for one representative
- Recognition on ARIN’s website “Strategic Partner” webpage with your logo and link to your website
- Color Ad in “Vision” Newsletter, two editions
- Push notification on the ARIN Annual APP
- Choice of 1 webinar or opportunity to display at annual convention

**Annual Convention Acknowledgment**
- Opportunity to display at the ARIN annual convention as well as at the ARIN Fall Symposium
- 1 registration to the annual convention as well as at the ARIN Fall Symposium
- Acknowledgment on convention signage with medium logo
- Acknowledgment during annual business meeting with logo slide

**TABLE-TOP PARTNER AT ANNUAL CONVENTION**

- Opportunity to display at the ARIN annual convention with 1 registration to the convention
- Acknowledgment on convention signage with medium logo

**TABLE-TOP PARTNER AT FALL SYMPOSIUM**

Opportunity to display at the ARIN annual convention with 1 registration to the convention
Acknowledgment on convention signage with medium logo
STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP APPLICATION
ASSOCIATION FOR RADIOLOGIC & IMAGING NURSING
Which level fits your needs and budget?

2 easy ways to complete your partnership form and start interacting today.

1. On-line, visit the ARIN website at www.arinursing.org and click on the “Strategic Partners” menu to complete the form on-line.
2. Complete this form and return to the office with your payment either check or credit card.

Company Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Individual’s Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ ___

Email: ___________________________________________ Website: _____________________________________________

Phone: ___________________________________________ Fax: _____________________________________________

I agree to:

☐ BENEFICTOR Partner $15,000
☐ PATRON Partner $10,000
☐ CONTRIBUTING Partner $7,500
☐ SUPPORTING Partner $5,000
☐ Convention Table-Top Partner $1750 *
☐ ARIN Fall Symposium $1000 *

This is a 12 month partnership and is subject to renewal on anniversary of signing. Partnership levels can be customized to better meet both parties needs.

*Convention partnership only

Method of Payment

☐ Check Enclosed (Checks or money orders must be in USD, payable to “ARIN”) ☐ American Express  ☐ MasterCard  ☐ Visa

Credit Card Number: ___________________________________________ Exp Date: ____________ CVV#: ____________

Name on Card: ___________________________________ Card Holder’s Signature: _______________________________________

Billing Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Email: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

ARIN Federal Tax ID #: 52-1292273